We ask for equality.
We ask for justice.
We ask that the rights that govern

To Edna

that all the political curmudgeons that go to the
N.W. to the
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We need a sign that says what we are.

Before you dress, ask:

Who can't go? Is today meet today?

What do I want to tell them?

Will this send the message (does it help me not neutral?)
power is carried by people who are "weary of being moved and turned"

- buy a bed
- raincoat
- become
- potter

everybody's bed is not upperclass
The basic function of clothing is not to keep you warm. It is purely functional is to identify the wearer rank. Wearing the garments of the dictator rampant by death.
This town has 4 dress codes.

1. Carnivores
2.
3. Herbivores (vegetarians)
4. omnivores (almost a mix of the two)

In China once.

In China once.

In China once.
Women can wear a
darker blouse than
their suit
ladies

What you say has an
affect on whether
people like you
'Read her one mistake... It should not have had such a much for much effect."

"She kept missing his place in time" also the antiquated plots but

P 63
'then helpless I feel' 'how scary' she speaks to
carry

"Take people 2 restaurants to get away from home"

P 90
'Jemmy when Eja takes them to the restaurant 2 think of it as a real family
dinner"

P 114
Ega's mother was emotional about his death kept him emotionally way

Eja's emotionally handicapped 'I feel was almost from school I can't know
how to get in touch w/ people' (don't care

134
Clee falls in love w/ Eja's Ruth by marriage

red - because she's Eja..."
Chap. 2. The falls Cody tells Luke

"Photographs again. Time with happiness

Photographs are time stopped if only you could write what you have
deared.

She seemed (in her eyes) bored at

the photos for her. She was bored for herself,
totally disinterested in others. "She seems

happy?"

"When you come in person you direct your own focus".

The lid been wide open or tell, to get

away from twentyfour husband

he would camp in woods

High honor when Beck comes to formal
in 1944 at 50 yrs old, and was for a divorce.
1949: she is 85 yrs old at start of novel. She is 46 pg.
She was a good mother—when Cody had
the clamp "around miring the sleep."

By her wedding was "so unsatisfying," the
marriage but he had a chance to show
her friend's activities.

So she knew early on that "was not a queer
she could dream in" and she'd been
uptight from most of her relatives

So a young before Beck leaves to know
he will "養 " the children

"She admits to herself, "she was not a tender
woman... often hot temper... shrugged the
nearest checks.

"Reminding... she would cut the ship away from her

again the house, she'd been on my sort of mother...

she'd felt too burdened,"

22-23

The discrepancy between reality & fantasy becomes
apparent for the first time (and Cody's
remembrance of Wrightsville Beach, NC
also "she realized" he children are cloned by from her.

"Blamed her for something," 

and he was immediately

aged... when wonder he absolved her.
Ezra Stiles Coddey tells Luke
Photographs again. Time makes "happiness"
and something sadness with time back again.
Photographs are time stilled.
If only you could undo what you have
done.

She seemed (in her eyes) looked at
the photos too tall or too short for herself.
Totally detached in others. "Do I seem
happy?"

"When you come in person you direct your own focus

He's been walking around for 76.00 to get
away from twenty girls who said he would camp in woods.

She knows when Back comes to front.
The Project of Rhetoric
October 21–43

1. need agreement in mind of analysis:
   a. message?
   b. argument?
   c. word?

2. pg 23: “We need more historical, critical studies which provide data on communication which operate to prevent change.”

3. ... and not how a communicator influenced but rather how the maintained equilibrium.

4. ... Kennedy’s speech about cheap procreation.

5. ... when we grow up we realize we tend to unlock processes by which public decisions affect us, is affected by the society in which it occurs.

6. ... if none of our rhetorical choices are to yield effects in contemporary communicative processes — she should proceed immediately — study the communication that is going on now.

7. ... aim of rhetorical relationship is to explain the operation of discourse in our society, the effects of that...

8. We need more impact of the corporate communication.
We must be concerned with the symbolic speech—courage, demonstration, written media; multi-screen production. Despite the efforts of individual nurses, we do not get our message across, much less get a significant experience, a significant sort of multiple meanings; then from there, abstracts some sort of relatively negativized reality. People see relationships between quite independent and isolated stimuli (King assassination,越战 veterans—jail and rebellion). They change to some extent the meaning of death.

A message is not a long-term agreement (a contract). We must categorize messages in terms of context in which a particular message net is received.
The uprising in the occupied territories has shown the world they are willing to die for their cause.

When they (the Palestinians) turn their backs on our policies, we won't pay taxes.

They have withdrawn their cooperation, fought about chaos.

There is a unity element called Islamic fundamentalism.

Jewish fundamentalism is radicalizing the Israelis.

Offered treaties defense, quiet submarines with cruise missiles.

Storm states can go into the world markets with ballistic conventional missiles.

Two have been wing missiles that are more react saltate wars.
Spin to Sallada 3½ minute launch time.
We will see

Syria have had them since 1983.

Sandies have them.

Gadamers are negotiating with Russians to sell them.

These weapons would destroy what you think of as home.

The accepted country is responsible.

We have given the Israelis these weapons. Russia has refused to give them to Syria.
after the Camp David accords
March 24, 1979
Israel passed a law taking land

1981
Israel destroyed southern Lebanon from the air

1982
The Lebanese army invaded Lebanon
invaded Tunis
bombed Tunis

Fay Hillelina
Israel wants to be the administrating center of
the Syrian base
55-60 missiles accurately targeted
to within 150 ft
armed was right
Ridtenium was Camp David warming
Mediac testimony has shown us that Israel has developed small tactical nuclear bombs.

Israel is not going to be allowed to make the middle east.

The duel on the wall. Whatever it is that seems unfair, seeing our policies are not working - have failed.

"Wwitness Israel" that AEC is not really supporting - if we could help an organized institutional way to go and lead on this situation.

Stabila / Skotella

When the conflict is is no longer a policy thing - when there is house to house fighting, where other US targets are hit.

If the sees the moderates keep losing - the US will get nuclear. There will be another nuclear confrontation.
Don Hope
Clerk of the Commission
P.O. Box 490
City 32601
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Nancy Travel
Kim O'Connor
membership
Pamela Board & EVP
Sheila Pratimer
Paula Aldred OP

Charlotte Remington VP
Shela Randles

Nominees Committee
Head of核电

Yolanda Bryant 2 Steering Committee Rep.

Nominate 3 Members for Officers

- 2-3 Minutes
- Conventional 1 minute (not introduced)
- voluntarily 1 minute (not introduced)
The nominating committee of
Holladay has received multiple
nomination for
Central Ezra as
Prevent the nomination in
writing (with the approval
of the individual) to
Susan or Ezra.
Nomination Committee report:
1. Authorization to remove name in good standing
2. Slate - complete
3. Nominations from the floor (noў secondng speeches)
4. A candidate speeches
   1. President
   2. Vice
   3. Secretary
   4. Treasurer
   5. Corresponding secretary

15 members
5 members:
  a. Must be declared
  b. Must be elected
10 members
  a. President
  b. Vice
  c. Treasurer

2. Type quorum

Proposal report in three sections
A. Nominations
   1. Nominations
   2. Chair calling for nominations

B. Nominations of delegates
   1. Nominations for delegates
   2. Nominations from floor

C. Nominations for council members
   1. Nominations from floor
   2. Nominations for council members

NOMINATIONS were declared as
corporate action in July with W.I.S.C. to proceed
the number of participants in the process
3. Total of 12
4. Nominations for the W.I.S.C.
1. demonstrated a willingness to serve
2. exhibited good standing
3. demonstrated experience relevant to position
4. attempted to better achieve balance
5. willingness to attend meetings
6. subscribed to the purpose of NWPC

1. contributing compensation as well as
2. nominating committees recommendation

1VP Membership Kim O'Connors
2VP Doris Roletta Linda Piemonte
3VP Joy Charlotte Polletta

4VP stones Liz Copeland Mary Ruth

would

Sheila Rielly (Swansee)

Natalie Dup

Charlotte Vasek

One position had two applicants; however, in the basis of the criteria, especially experience relevant to the position, one applicant was selected by the committee.
Personal Manager
Kay Coffey

General Sales Manager
Harry Hallman
in a
yard sale

1. part of

2. willing to serve

3. outside number

4. representative

Phil Blythe
Ann Winnie
Ann Cagle
Kim O’Connell
Donna Salam
gerple Nations
Cynthia Moore
Barbara Adams
Blenda Curry
Saun Brown
Betty Whitley
Natalie James
Susan

Polly Knight
Dorothy Maule
Dorothy Warren
Carolyn Harris
Amita Spay
Maurine Mayfield
Joe Acosta
Edna Colen
Call Colen
Pres. Ann Winnie
UP Signature - Adeline
UP M. Jenkins
UP -
973.082
W 939a

815,508
W 939c
8/15.508
w 939 c
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